
FARM FRESH EGGS 

Anderson Farm Fresh Eggs of Peyton, CO 

Free Range OR Pasture Raised: 

By definition Free Range means that the chickens are raised in a barn and may or may not be allowed to have 

access to the outdoors, but the definition can vary. 

Pasture Raised means the “true free range” of the chicken.  They are allowed outdoors on a pasture and free to 

roam freely eating a natural diet. 

Our FARM FRESH EGGS are laid by our chickens that are housed in a “moveable” coop built on an old hay wagon.  

The door is opened on the coop each morning and they usually choose to stay outside all day until their instinct 

calls them in to roost at night. Our chickens are locked in every night for safety purposes.  There are days in the 

winter that it is too cold and they are not allowed to go outside due to the risk of frostbite or death.  In the spring, 

summer and fall we move the coop around our property so that the chickens can always have a new area to 

explore and find new things to eat.  In the winter the coop is parked in one spot until spring.   Our chickens are fed 

a layer feed every day and they often get fruit and veggie “treats” from our kitchen.  In the winter since bugs and 

grass are scarce they get chicken scratch and various seeds to forage around in. Our chickens are Pasture Raised. 

Farm Fresh Egg Yolks are Darker and Tastier 

You will notice that the farm fresh egg yolks will often have a darker yellow/orange color and the yolk will look 

fuller- very different from the pale yellow versions that you see from store bought eggs. The darker shade is only 

evidence of a healthy diet from free roaming, eating bugs and grass. The eggs are much tastier and nutritious than 

those pale store bought eggs. In the winter our chickens of course probably don’t eat many bugs, but they still 

roam free as long as it’s warm enough to be outside 
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Hard Cooking Farm Fresh Eggs…There is a secret!   

If you’ve tried to boil farm fresh eggs you may have noticed a bit of a “peeling problem”.  Since farm fresh eggs are 

fresh, the inner membrane clings tightly to the shell and it makes it extremely difficult to peel a farm fresh hard-

boiled egg. The best way to hard cook farm fresh eggs is to steam them.  They will come out perfect and they will 

peel nicely.  Collect these items: 

Fresh eggs, a metal colander or steamer, a pot with a lid and water and ice. 

1. Fill your pan with enough water to boil, but not submerge your colander.  

2. Place your colander inside the pan, make sure your pan is the right size so that the handles set on the edges of 

the pan and it hangs inside the pan.  

3. Place your eggs in the colander and bring the water to a boil.  Place the lid on top. Steam the eggs for 20-22 

minutes.  Remove the pan from the stove and run cold water over the eggs.  After running water over the eggs for 

a couple minutes, place ice over the eggs and allow them to cool for a bit longer.  Once cooled, peel and eat.  

Enjoy! 

 

 

 

 

 

*Farm Fresh Eggs from the Anderson’s of Peyton, CO.  Seth (17) has owned and operated his business of raising 

chickens and selling eggs since he was 11.  His mom, Pam helps out often and during basketball season.  The 

current breeds of chickens that we have are Rhode Island Reds, Leghorns, Amercauna, Whiting Blues, Whiting 

Greens and Whiting Welsummer Hybrids.  Our chickens are our pets and are very well cared for.  We hope that 

you enjoy our eggs!    

 


